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Scaling relations in laser-induced vaporization of thin free-flying liquid metal sheets
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We experimentally study the vaporization of free-flying liquid tin sheets when exposed to a 100-ns laser
pulse with an intensity between 0.2 × 107 and 4 × 107 W/cm2, a case inspired by current developments
around “advanced target shaping” in industrial laser-produced plasma sources for extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
nanolithography machines. Our findings reveal a gradual vaporization and a linear relationship between the
average vaporization rate and laser pulse intensity (with a prefactor of 1.0(3) × 10−7 ms−1/W cm−2), for various
targets ranging from 20 nm to 200 nm in thickness. We introduce a numerical one-dimensional heating and
vaporization model based on Hertz-Knudsen evaporation and find excellent agreement between simulations
and experimental data. We furthermore demonstrate that the amount of vaporization of liquid tin targets in
the investigated laser intensity range is governed solely by the deposited fluence, and collapse all data onto a
single nondimensional curve, enabling the accurate prediction of vaporization dynamics in applications in future
development of EUV sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Improvements in semiconductor devices are driven by
advances in state-of-the-art nanolithography machines that
generate and utilize extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light. This
EUV light is produced by the irradiation of mass-limited
liquid tin microdroplets with a double laser pulse scheme
[1–3]. First, thin liquid tin sheets (“targets”) are produced
from droplets using a nanosecond laser prepulse (PP) [4–10].
Picosecond prepulses have also been explored in this con-
text previously [1,3,11]. This first step enhances EUV light
generation in a second step where an energetic main pulse
(MP) produces a plasma [2,3]. Further efficiency gains in the
conversion of MP laser photons into relevant EUV photons
in laser-produced plasma (LPP) could potentially be obtained
by using advanced target-shaping approaches [2]. Such ap-
proaches may include using, e.g., a laser-generated preplasma
as suggested in Refs. [12,13].

Inspired by such concepts, Liu et al. [14] and Engels
et al. [15] investigated nanosecond laser vaporization of tin
sheet targets with some direct relevance to the industrial use
case. More specifically, Liu et al. [14] used laser-induced
vaporization to uncover previously invisible but important
features of the target, such as the center mass and the
rim bounding the sheet [10], and proposed scaling relations
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(relating, e.g., vaporization times to local sheet thickness) in
the underlying dynamics. However, no mechanism was iden-
tified and no direct experimental evidence was yet provided in
support of the scaling relations. There is a range of literature
for metals that are subject to nanosecond laser pulses, where
three relevant processes can be been identified, namely, (a)
boiling, (b) vaporization, and (c) phase explosion [16–19].
Normal boiling (heterogeneous nucleation), perhaps the most
intuitive and well-known response of a hot liquid, can be
ruled out because of the (microsecond) long time scales in-
volved in the diffusion of vapor bubbles to the surface [17,18],
leaving only vaporization (described by the Hertz-Knudson
equation) and phase explosion (also known as explosive boil-
ing or homogeneous nucleation) as viable options. The work
of Engels et al. [15] focused on spectroscopic analysis of
vapor that was laser-produced from tin targets. The vapor
was found to have a homogeneous temperature distribution
averaging approximately 3000 K and to contain both atomic
and nanoparticulate tin. The observation of the rather low-
temperature vapor (near the 2875-K boiling point to tin) may
fit a gradual Hertz-Knudsen-type vaporization mechanism and
could tentatively be interpreted to rule out phase explosion
as a mechanism [15]. However, the authors indicated that
the presence of nanoparticles could in fact perhaps best be
explained by explosive boiling, thus leaving the vaporization
mechanism as an open question.

The prior recent works by Liu et al. [14] and Engels
et al. [15] provide a strong basis but leave significant gaps
in the understanding of the vaporization dynamics in qual-
itative (i.e., the vaporization mechanism) and quantitative
(i.e., the scaling relations) terms. Addressing these gaps will
benefit and steer ongoing developments in improving LPP
EUV sources. In this study, we address these gaps in un-
derstanding by employing two distinct methods to quantify
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TABLE I. Table of targets used in the experiments with columns
of their initial droplet diameter D0, prepulse energy EPP, initial
expansion speed Ṙ0, time in expansion trajectory �t , nondimen-
sional time �t/tc (see the main text), and the column for their sheet
diameter Ds.

Target D0(µm) EPP(mJ) Ṙ0(m/s) �t(µs) �t/tc Ds(µm)

A 27 56 227 1.2 0.19 396
BI 27 25 171 2 0.31 382
BII 27 25 171 3 0.46 391
C 35 100 208 1.2 0.13 449

the vaporization process initiated by an auxiliary laser pulse
following a PP, for a range of intensities (0.2 × 107 W/cm2 to
4 × 107 W/cm2) and a range of target types and thicknesses
(20–200 nm). Our approach involves using a 100-ns aux-
iliary vaporization pulse (VP) with a temporal and spatial
box pulse profile. We image the vaporization during this
long pulse stroboscopically using a shadowgraphy technique
with 5-ns temporal resolution. The obtained data is em-
ployed to demonstrate that the sheet gradually vaporizes
(following Hertz-Knudsen evaporation) and to quantitatively
study scaling relations to enable predictive modeling of the
dynamics.

II. EXPERIMENT

Our experimental setup has previously been described in
detail [7,14,20]. Here, we present a summary. In the ex-
periment (Fig. 1) a kilohertz train of liquid tin droplets
(temperature 270 ◦C in the experiments) set to a diameter
D0 ≈ 27 or 35 µm is vertically dispensed in a vacuum envi-
ronment (10−7 mbar) by a droplet generator. These droplets
pass with a speed of the order of 10 m/s through a horizontal
sheet of light that is produced by a continuous-wave HeNe
laser and positioned a few millimeters above the center of the
vacuum chamber and thus above the laser-droplet interaction
point. This light is scattered by the droplets and detected by
a photomultiplier tube. Subsequently, the kilohertz signal is
down-sampled to 10 Hz and serves as a trigger for the start of
the experiment.

Figures 1(a)–1(d) present a schematic of the laser pulse
scheme. First, a droplet is hit by the prepulse (λ = 1064 nm,
circularly polarized); Fig. 1(a) shows the typical response of
the droplet to such PP impact. The PP is generated from a
seeded Nd:YAG laser system (Continuum Surelight III) that
emits temporally Gaussian intensity pulses with a duration of
about 10 ns at full width at half-maximum (FWHM). The PP
is focused to a Gaussian spot size of approximately 100 µm
(FWHM) at the droplet location (at the center of the vacuum
chamber). The PP creates a plasma on the droplet, exerting
pressure on the remaining liquid tin, which rapidly propels
and expands on the order of several 100 m/s to a thin ax-
isymmetric sheet [7,8]. The propulsion, with a velocity U , is
oriented along the propagation direction of the laser, while the
orthogonal radial expansion starts with an initial velocity Ṙ0 at
t = 0 that is subsequently reduced until it leads to sheet con-
traction due to the surface tension that is exerted on the edge
of the sheet [6,7,21]. The timescales that set both accelerations

FIG. 1. [(a)–(d)] Illustration of the laser pulse schemes with their
irradiation geometries. (a) Side-view schematic of the PP including
the tin droplet dynamics of propulsion and expansion resulting from
the interaction of PP and the spherical liquid tin drop. (b) Side-view
schematic of the VP that irradiates a liquid tin target. (c) Top-view
schematic of the shadowgraphy illumination pulses. Arrows indicate
the viewing angle. (d) Laser pulse scheme in time, starting with the
PP that is followed by the VP after �t . At time t = 0 the PP initiates
the droplet deformation process. The time tVP = 0 indicates the onset
of the VP. The shadowgraphy pulse (SP) is scanned in time over the
ongoing VP irradiation of the liquid tin target to capture the vapor-
ization dynamics. (e) A series of front-view green shadowgraphs (at
560 nm) of the thinnest target (BII, see Table I) during irradiation by
the VP for different tVP with a VP energy EVP = 2.5 mJ. The bright
spot visible on the left-hand side in the shadowgraphs is due to the
PP-induced plasma, the intense radiation of which causes saturation
of the charged-coupled device (CCD) chip. (f) Green side-view shad-
owgraph before irradiation with the VP. PP and VP impact from the
left.

are similar to the duration of the laser pulse (nanoseconds) and
are much shorter than the timescale of the subsequent fluid
dynamic deformation (microseconds) [6,7].

Following Klein et al. [22] and Liu et al. [9], we obtain the
initial radial expansion speed Ṙ0 by fitting a linear function
through the first three tracked data points of the liquid tin
sheet radius, avoiding shadowgraphs with a strong imaging
influence of the PP plasma. A higher EPP causes a higher Ṙ0,
hence less time is required to obtain a certain sheet size Ds

[9].
Inspired by previous work [14], we start our studies

on a liquid tin target that provides thickness ranges be-
tween 20 nm and 30 nm (according to semiempirical thickness
model predictions following Ref. [9] for a 25-mJ PP on a
27-µm-diameter droplet) and refer to it as target BII, consistent
with Ref. [14] (for more information about the targets used
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TABLE II. Table of input parameters used in the 1D numerical simulation.

Parameter Value Source

Refractive index 3.93 + 7.87j Highest T value of Ref. [25]
Conductivity (κ) 43.6 W/(mK) Highest T value of Ref. [38]
Initial T 800 K RALEF simulations
Density 6787 kg/m3 Density at 800 K according to Ref. [39]
Molar mass 0.11871 kg/mol [31]
Molar heat capacity (cp) 27.2 J/(mol K) Value at highest T available [40,41]
Latent heat 301 × 103 J/mol [37]
Diffusivity (α) 28.0 mm2/s Calculated from κ

ρ(cp/M )

see Table I). Note that the variation in sheet size is very
small, with the relative standard deviation of the BII target
size being approximately 1 %. We continue our study on a
thicker target for the same conditions (i.e., using the same PP
and droplet size) but 1 µs prior to the target BII, and call it
for consistency BI. This target BI carries more mass than BII

given the continuous mass loss during expansion [9,23]. It also
exhibits a stronger thickness gradient along the radial coordi-
nate compared to BII, providing a thickness range between 20
and 50 nm [9]. By increasing the PP energy (EPP = 56 mJ)
we extend our study to a thicker target, achieving a similar
Ds but thicker target at even earlier times (�t = 1.2 µs). This
target is labeled target A [14] with a 50–150-nm thickness
range. Lastly, we shoot a significantly stronger PP (EPP =
100 mJ) at a larger 35-µm-diameter droplet and thus create
a target C with an approximate 70–250-nm thickness range
[9]. Table I also provides nondimensional times �t/tc using
the capillary time tc =

√
(ρD3

0)/(6σ ), which sets the typical
time scale for expansion and subsequent retraction, with ρ as
input from Table II and σ = 0.54 N/m. The nondimensional
apex time for liquid tin droplets is approximately �t/tc ∼ 0.4
[21]. This means that only target BII has passed its expansion
apex.

In summary, we create different targets to access profiles
of different thicknesses (see Table I above, and Fig. 7 in the
Appendix for more details), enabling the study of the vapor-
ization dynamics over approximately an order of magnitude
in thickness.

We next irradiate these targets with a vaporization pulse
with a duration of 100 ns [λ = 1064 nm, circularly polarized,
see Fig. 1(b)]. The VP is produced by a laser system with
arbitrary subnanosecond pulse-shaping capabilities [24]. The
VP laser system generates 100 ns box-shape pulses and is
imaged to a spatial top-hat shape at the center of the vacuum
chamber with a size of approximately 820 µm × 820 µm. We
use photodiodes (PDs, DET025AL/M) to monitor the VP
before entering the measurement chamber and after trans-
mitting through the chamber. Both laser pulses (PP, VP) are
collinearly aligned onto the droplet.

To observe the interaction of the liquid tin sheet with the
VP, an imaging setup is used, which is described in detail
in Ref. [20]. Briefly, it consists of a dye-based illumination
source and CCD cameras that are coupled to long-distance
microscopes, yielding a spatial resolution of approximately
5 µm. The illumination source produces pulses with a duration
of 5 ns (FWHM) and a spectral bandwidth of 12 nm (FWHM)

at 560 nm. We use two synchronous shadowgraphy pulses
(SP) for backlight illumination of the front- and side-view
acquisitions [at 30 ◦ and 90 ◦ concerning the laser axis, respec-
tively, see Fig. 1(c)] to capture the liquid tin sheet dynamics.
Figure 1(d) depicts the time sequence of the aforementioned
pulses, highlighting the fact that the SP is scanned (in de-
lay steps) over the ongoing VP (tVP = 0 marks the start of
the VP); the VP itself impacts at a time �t after PP. Dur-
ing each delay step, we record 20 frames in a stroboscopic
manner, each representing a different laser-droplet interaction
event. This allows us to apply postfiltering techniques, e.g.,
for selecting sufficiently good laser-to-droplet alignment. The
excellent reproducibility of the experiment (showcased, e.g.,
in the small variation in target sheet size) allows the majority
of the collected frames to be used for averaging in the fol-
lowing. Figure 1(e) presents front-view shadowgraphs during
VP-induced vaporization with EVP = 2.5 mJ, at various tVP.
The shadowgraphs clearly show the presence of the sheet’s
main features: center mass, bounding rim, ligaments, and frag-
ments [9]. We observe gradual mass removal from the sheet
with increasing tVP through the increase in transparency of the
sheet to shadowgraphy backlight illumination (see Ref. [14]).
Figure 1(f) shows the side-view shadowgraphy of the same
target before VP impact at tVP = 0.

III. RESULTS

First, we investigate the vaporization dynamics of the
thinnest target BII using its partial transparency to the green
shadowgraphy backlighting (Sec. III A). We introduce a
one-dimensional (1D) vaporization model based on the Hertz-
Knudsen equation. Next, we characterize also the thicker
targets (Sec. III B). Lastly, we combine and generalize obser-
vations of all targets (Sec. III C).

A. Characterization of target BII using partial
transparency of the sheet

In Fig. 2(a), a heat map is presented that shows the trans-
mission of background light through the target BII for EVP =
2.5 mJ. This heat map illustrates the variation in transmissiv-
ity as a function of tVP, here taken along a vertical lineout
passing through the center of the target [cf. Fig. 2(b)]. These
lineouts are aligned and averaged per delay step. The heat map
shows that as tVP increases, the target gradually becomes more
transparent, indicating a gradual thinning process. The choice
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FIG. 2. (a) Heat map of background light transmission con-
structed from vertical lineouts through the center of the liquid tin
target BII from front-view shadowgraphs, as a function of tVP using
EVP = 2.5 mJ. (b) Front-view shadowgraph with digitally enhanced
contrast at tVP = 36 ns. (c) Average target transmission values T̄
(on a logarithmic scale) during the vaporization of the target BII for
energies EVP = 1.2 (blue data), 2.5 (green), 4.2 (red), and 8.2 mJ
(brown). Shaded areas represent the uncertainty (see the main text).
Bold and dashed lines show simulation results using the refrac-
tive index with the highest temperature in the literature available
(1373.15 K [25]) and an extrapolated refractive index for the ex-
pected temperature for each energy case, respectively. (d) Average
target thickness values h̄ during the vaporization, obtained by ap-
plying the transmissivity method to the average transmission values
shown in the upper graph. The bold lines show the simulation results.
Inset (e) shows average vaporization rates ḣ over VP intensity and
the result of a linear fit to the data yielding a 1.1(3) proportionality
factor. (f) Average target thickness values h̄ as a function of deposited
fluence.

of a logarithmic scale is motivated by the near-exponential
scaling of the absorption of shadowgraphy light with the
thickness of the liquid tin target. We note that the central mass
feature (see Refs. [9,10]) appears to remain unvaporized. The
halo-like, high-transmissivity region observed around the cen-
ter suggests that the connecting sheet part is particularly thin
between the sheet and the central mass feature. Figure 2(b)
displays a front-view shadowgraph, shown with artificially
enhanced contrast, taken at tVP = 36 ns. At this specific time
point, the sheet exhibits significant transparency, illustrating
the ongoing gradual reduction in thickness.

In Fig. 2(c), we present averaged transmission values as
a function of tVP for various EVP. These curves provide a
quantitative representation of how transmission values evolve
with tVP across the dynamic range of our 12-bit acquisition. To
obtain these values, we average transmission values between
100 and 155 µm radius on both sides of the vertically centered
sheet lineout. This selected radial range deliberately excludes
the center mass and rim features, focusing on regions of this
target with approximately uniform thickness (cf. Ref. [9]).
The shaded areas surrounding the plotted data points represent
the uncertainty range (see discussion below).

We determine the target thickness using a method that
utilizes its partial transparency to green backlighting. This
approach follows the methods previously outlined by Vernay
[26], further developed for liquid tin targets by Liu et al.
[9]. We employ the TMM [27] PYTHON package to establish
a connection between optical target transmission and target
thickness. This general transfer-matrix method optics package
is used for calculating the reflection, transmission, and ab-
sorption of multilayer films. Our more versatile method here
slightly deviates from the method outlined in Refs. [9,28], but
does not lead to significant numerical differences. We extract,
pixel-wise, raw optical target transmission values, denoted by
Pij, with i and j representing pixel indices. Before linking the
local transmission with thickness, we preprocess the shad-
owgraphs to account for backlight intensity fluctuations and
“dark” value. The parameter P0 characterizes this overall dark
value, including imaging glare sources such as PP plasma,
VP scattering, target emission, SP, and electrical noise, all of
which contribute to camera exposure. We employ the formula
Tij = (Pij − P0)/(Pb − P0), with Pb as the mean background
value determined from the shadowgraph bin count. To deter-
mine P0, we average the values of a 9 × 9 pixel area centered
around the center of mass in front-view shadowgraphs, which
corresponds to the thickest (and thus darkest) part of the sheet
[10]. We separately obtain P0 values for each VP energy, using
frames where the SP arrives before the VP, thus enabling
accounting for any potential scattering of the VP onto the
imaging system. After establishing the relationship between
Tij and thickness h (using the TMM package), we correct for
the 30 ◦ acquisition angle via h̄ = h̄30 cos(30◦). In Fig. 2(d),
average sheet thickness values, obtained using the data from
Fig. 2(c), are presented. The curves demonstrate a continuous
decrease in average sheet thickness with increasing tVP. The
shaded areas indicate uncertainty ranges resulting from error
propagation, dominated by uncertainties in establishing the
dark value at 0.046(5), which incorporates a ±10% uncer-
tainty in its determination [this uncertainty also gives rise
to the uncertainty region shown in Fig. 2(c)]. We note that
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the uncertainty, also in a relative sense, increases sharply
with increasing thickness, limiting the application range of
the current method to sheet thicknesses below approximately
25 nm. As a consequence, a different quantification method
is required for studying thicker sheets. The gradual reduction
in sheet thickness over time due to vaporization, as depicted
in Fig. 2(d), displays a nearly linear behavior. This moti-
vates us to extract an averaged rate, or a recession speed,
of vaporization. To calculate the vaporization rates, we de-
termine the time required for the sheet to reduce from its
original thickness to approximately 2 nm, using the data
from Fig. 2(d).

Figure 2(e) presents the resulting vaporization rates for the
various VP intensities. The data reveal a linear dependence of
vaporization rate on VP intensity, in line with the claims of
Liu et al. [14]. By applying a linear fit to these vaporization
rates for all intensities, we determine a proportionality factor
dḣ/dIVP of 1.1(3) × 10−7 ms−1/W cm−2, linking vaporiza-
tion rate to VP intensity. This scaling factor enables us to
predict average vaporization rates for a given VP intensity.
The observed linear dependence of vaporization rate on VP
intensity motivates plotting the sheet thickness as a function
of deposited laser fluence tVP × IVP, as shown in Fig. 2(f). This
approach results in the collapse of the full dataset, supporting
the linear scaling of vaporization rate with intensity and indi-
cating that the thinning is solely a function of the deposited
laser pulse energy.

We next use an energy balance model to explain the ap-
parent linear scaling of vaporization rate with VP intensity.
The energy required to vaporize a unit volume of tin is ρH/M
( J/ m3 ), where ρ is the density, H is the latent heat, and M
is the molar mass. This energy will be supplied by the laser,
which deposits per unit area a power aI ( J/ m2 s), where a is
the absorptivity of the metal, and I is the intensity of the laser.
Balancing these energy terms out gives a rate (m/s)

ḣ = aI

ρH/M
. (1)

Filling in typical values (see Table II for these values)
and assuming 20 % absorptivity (typical for ∼25-nm-thick
tin films according to multilayer optical calculations [27])
gives a predicted dependency of ḣ on intensity of 1.2 ×
10−7 ms−1/W cm−2.

Inspired by the close match of the simple energy balance
argument with the experimental observation, we create a nu-
merical 1D heat diffusion and vaporization solver to model
and gain insight into the vaporization dynamics. The 1D space
is divided into individual cells with typical cell lengths of
100 pm. For each cell, the temperature is the key variable.
Four steps are performed for each time step in the code.

(1) A surface recession speed (v, also one-sided vapor-
ization rate) is calculated based on Hertz-Knudsen evapora-
tion [29] for the front and back surfaces. For the pressure,
the vapor pressure following the Antoine equation is used,
resulting in

v = 10A−[B/(T +C)]

√
2πMRT

M

ρ
, (2)

where T is the surface temperature, M the molar mass, and R
the gas constant. The parameters A, B, and C are 6.60, 16 867,

and 15.47, respectively [30,31]. A cell is considered vaporized
when the surface recession (along the surface normal) has
passed through the entire cell size. At that moment, it is
removed from the simulation domain and no longer interacts
with the remaining liquid via heat diffusion.

(2) Recession of the surface causes a reduction in tempera-
ture in the cells where vaporization occurs, which are the first
and last active cells. This is due to the latent heat required
to transform the liquid atoms into gas, and thus to recess
the surface. We can obtain a temperature reduction in the
cell by balancing the energy input (heat capacity) and output
(vaporization)

cp�x�T = Hv�t →�T = H

cp�x
v�t, (3)

where cp is the molar heat capacity (with units [ J/(mol K)]),
�x the cell size, and �T the temperature change, giving the
input. The output is given by the latent heat H and the size
of the vaporized part, which is given by v, the recession
speed, multiplied with �t , the time step. This temperature
reduction (and the recession) is calculated at every time step,
not only when the entire cell is vaporized; this makes the
temperature reduction and thickness reduction “continuous”
(with femtosecond time steps) while the cell deactivation is
discrete (a few hundred cells).

(3) The first active cell is heated by the incident laser
light. The absorptivity of the laser light is continuously up-
dated based on the current remaining thickness of the tin.
The absorptivity is calculated using the TMM [27] PYTHON

package. The refractive index used is the highest temperature
data available for tin [25]. Thus, an energy balance for the
laser heating, where absorbed energy is equated to a change
in temperature, can be used to obtain a temperature change of
the front cell,

aI�t = (cp/M )ρ�x�T →�T = a
I�t

(cp/M )ρ�x
. (4)

(4) The heat is diffused through the active cells.
Fourier’s law is discretized using a forward Euler method,
resulting in

T t+1
i = T t−1

i + α�t

�x2

(
T t

i−1 − 2T t
i + T t

i+1

)
, (5)

where i indicates the different cells and α is the thermal
diffusivity. The prefactor needs to satisfy α�t/�x2 < 0.5
to ensure stability of the forward Euler method and sets
the maximum time step to typically 10 fs for our 100-pm
discretization.

The sole inputs of the code are the starting thickness
and the laser intensity, after which the model calculates the
thickness and temperature of the 1D tin slice over time and
saves this in output files. Appendix B includes some detail
on the sensitivity of the model to the input parameters, while
Table II provides an overview of the input parameters used in
the simulation. Within the model, the vaporization time tvap

is defined as the moment when only 2 nm of liquid tin is left,
just as in the experiment. A ḣ consistent with the experimental
definitions can also be defined by dividing the initial thickness
by the time period tvap. To complete the comparison with the
experimental observable, the transmission of the 1D liquid
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FIG. 3. Example time-resolved output from the 1D numerical
code (aligning with the EVP = 2.5 mJ case from Fig. 2). The left
axis shows the temperature at the laser side over time. The right
axis shows the code’s internal energy balance, split in absorbed laser
energy, heating of the liquid (which is an energy sink and thus nega-
tive, even though the temperature in the liquid goes up), vaporization
on the front and back surfaces (which are indistinguishable), and an
internal energy “error” being the difference between absorbed energy
and the energy loss mechanisms.

slice is calculated using the same TMM package. We also
account for the change in the refractive index of tin as it heats
and the 30◦ observation angle of incidence when calculating
the transmission via the 1D model.

Figure 3 shows detailed outputs from the code for the
EVP = 2.5 mJ case in Fig. 2. Initially, the tin is heated rapidly.
As the temperature increases, so does the surface recession
velocity, as it strongly depends on T . At a certain point,
the energy loss to vaporization starts to dominate and even
completely stops any heating, perfectly balancing out the in-
put energy by the laser. The final temperature is around the
temperature found (approximately 3000 K) in experimentally
produced tin vapors [15], underwriting the validity of our
approach. We only show the temperature on the laser side
since thermal diffusion keeps both sides of the 1D domain
at the same temperature within a few Kelvin. This equality
aligns with the expectation, given the typical thermal diffusion
timescale that can be obtained from Fourier’s law,

�t ≈ h2

α
, (6)

where α is the thermal diffusivity. Taking a conservative value
of α = 16.5 mm2/s at a low temperature of 505 K [32] and
a typical h = 25 nm results in a timescale of ∼40 ps, much
shorter than the relevant vaporization dynamics. We also note
that the rapid heating induces a refractive index change and
thus adds uncertainty to the transmissivity method because
this heating cannot be experimentally observed.

The right axis of Fig. 3 also shows an energy balance of
the calculations. The energy balance highlights the points
mentioned above: an initial heating phase is present before
the energy loss to vaporization balances out with the laser
input, stabilizing the temperature of the liquid. The absorbed
energy peaks when the 1D slice is around 4-nm thick as
the absorptivity increases as the sheet thins, increasing

the temperature with it and thus speeding up the surface
recession. The absorptivity of the liquid reduces strongly at
even lower thicknesses, causing a rapid temperature drop at
the end of the vaporization process.

The resulting thicknesses, as a function of tVP, for the
different cases are shown in Fig. 2(d). The simulated curves
overall show good agreement with the experimental data
given the absence of any free-fit parameters. We note that
the experimental data points appear to lack the clear plateau
that is present in the simulations due to the heating phase.
We hypothesize two reasons for this discrepancy. First, the
initial temperature of the liquid in the simulation (set to
800 K based on radiation hydrodynamic simulations [33,34])
could be too low, increasing the heating period in the sim-
ulation. However, much higher values are not supported by
the radiation hydrodynamic simulations. Second, the differ-
ences may be due to changes in the refractive index due
to heating, causing the experimental method to misinterpret
the measured transmissivity. The experimental method can-
not distinguish the transmission changing through thinning or
heating, and thus will interpret any refractive index change
as a thickness change. To investigate the impact of heating
on the transmissivity method more, we show two transmis-
sion curves (solid and dotted) in Fig. 2(c) that we obtain by
applying the (inverse) transmissivity method to the thickness
prediction curves from the 1D heat simulation. These curves
correspond to two refractive index cases, with the solid line
corresponding to the highest temperature for which there is
literature data available, n1373.15K = 3.93 + 7.87 j [25], and
the dotted line using a linear extrapolation of the literature
data to the actual temperature (as predicted by the 1D simu-
lations). The results show that the observed transmission falls
between the two lines, indicating that the lack of a plateau
in the experiment may be due to the changing refractive
index—although our linear extrapolation most likely strongly
exaggerates the change in refractive index. A second deviation
between the simulation and experiment is the lack of increased
vaporization rate at very low thicknesses in the experimental
data. As mentioned, this accelerated vaporization is a sim-
ple consequence of the Fresnel equations, as discussed in
detail in Ref. [35]. We speculate that the vapor surrounding
the liquid (which absorbs a small amount of light and thus
skews the transmissivity measured) obstructs the observation,
or that the finite 5-ns length of the illuminating pulse blurs
out the effect. Overall, besides these minor differences, we
find excellent agreement between simulation and observa-
tional experimental data, indicating that the model reliably
describes the vaporization process. Our experimental observa-
tions, combined with this agreement between simulation and
experiment, validate the view of the vaporization process as
a gradual process according to Herz-Knudsen, rather than as
violent explosive boiling.

B. Characterization of thicker targets A,
BI, and C using edge tracking

After gaining an understanding of the vaporization mech-
anism for the thinnest sheet in our studies (approximately
25 nm for BII), we now extend our studies to much thicker
targets, reaching up to approximately 200 nm in thickness.
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For these large thicknesses, the transmission method can-
not be used to track the thinning over the full vaporization
of the sheet. These thicker sheets are expected to exhibit a
larger spatial thickness gradient (see Appendix A, Fig. 7).
The presence of such a steep thickness gradient enables us
to define and track the edge of the vaporizing sheet, which
effectively represents a nearly discrete transition between
the fully vaporized and remaining liquid regions. The two
regions are characterized by very different contrast levels.
This contrast difference is due to the green backlight being
able to penetrate through the tin vapor while being extin-
guished by the remaining liquid sheet part. We refer to the
method of tracking the discrete transition as “edge track-
ing.” We explain the method in detail in Appendix C. This
method relies on PD data of the VP exiting the vacuum
chamber.

Figure 4(a) displays shadowgraphs of the liquid tin target
BI, A, and C before VP irradiation in front and side view,
allowing a qualitative comparison of the target morphology.
Figure 4(b) shows front-view shadowgraphs of the target A for
three times tVP for an EVP = 8.4 mJ, clearly showcasing the re-
cession of the inner sheet due to vaporization. We observe that
the outer and thinner sections of the sheet become transparent
earlier than the inner and thicker regions, leaving behind an
identifiable inner remaining sheet. This inner radius Rinner(tVP)
is tracked, following the edge-tracking method introduced
above. At tVP = 60 ns, Fig. 4(b) shows that the rim, ligaments,
fragments, and center mass do not fully vaporize. This can
be understood from their considerably larger, micrometer-
scale thickness [10]. Vaporization of these thick features is
only observed when there is a significant increase in VP
energy.

Figures 4(c)–4(e) show the edge-tracking results for the
inner sheet radii results for targets BI, A, and C, respectively.
Figure 4(c) shows that the inner sheet radii decrease as tVP

increases and that this reduction is sped up at higher VP
energies. This observation aligns with our observations shown
in Fig. 2 for a much thinner target. The reduction of the inner
sheet of the target BI [Fig. 4(c)] with time highlights certain
differences in target morphology when compared to A and
C [Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)]. In the case of target A [Fig. 4(d)],
we observe that the rate of reduction of Rinner slows down
significantly for radii below 50 µm. This suggests the pres-
ence of a thicker center region. The edge-tracking analysis
of target C [Fig. 4(e)] reveals even more pronounced differ-
ences around the center, with its inner radii converging to
approximately 50 µm, after which the vaporization process
seems to end. As shown in the shadowgraph inset, the con-
verging radius is not due to a thicker center region but, rather,
a thick rim surrounding a center mass. See Appendix A,
Fig. 8, for further detailed shadowgraphs showing this spe-
cific feature. The occurrence of such peculiar center mass
features is yet not fully understood. In previous work, such
features were hypothesized to be attributable to compressible
flow effects, specifically to a collapsed cavity generated by
the PP [10]. In the current study, we focus on the sheet va-
porization dynamics away from any such compressible flow
artifacts.

To relate the inner sheet radii to a local thickness, with
the final goal of studying the local vaporization rates, we next

FIG. 4. (a) Side- and front-view shadowgraphs of target BI, A,
and C before VP irradiation. The bright spots are due to the plasma
emission caused by the PP. (b) Front-view shadowgraphs of target A
visualizing the vaporization process at times tVP for EVP = 8.4 mJ.
[(c)–(e)] Inner sheet radii during vaporization for targets BI, A, and
C, respectively. The inset numbers indicate the used VP energy and
the dashed lines are corresponding simulation results (see the main
text).

employ the semiempirical thickness model introduced by Liu
et al. [9] for laser-shaped tin targets such as ours. This model
is based on a self-similar solution derived from the model by
Wang et al. [36]. It assumes an inviscid radially outward flow
in the expanding sheet, neglecting curvature-induced radial
pressure gradients and sheet features such as the center mass.
A solution to the nondimensionalized equation governing the
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sheet expansion can be found in the form [36]

h∗t∗2 = f

(
r∗

t∗

)
, (7)

with the self-similar variables denoted as r∗ = r/D0,
t∗ = Ṙ0t/D0, and h∗ = h/D0. Any actual (dimensional)
thickness profiles h(r, t, Ṙ0, D0) can be collapsed onto a single
self-similar curve y = f (x). Conversely, given any set of
experimental inputs (such as droplet radius, time after impact,
etc.), the local thickness can be obtained if f (x) is known.
Precisely this function was previously obtained by Liu et al.
[9] as

f (x) = 1

a0 + a1x + a2x2
, (8)

with a0 = 1.65(2), a1 = 6.9(3), and a2 = −2.4(8) as
parameters that were determined by fitting the proposed
f (x) to the available experimental data [9], thus yielding a
semiempirical thickness model

h(r, t, Ṙ0, D0) = D3
0

a0Ṙ2
0t2 + a1Ṙ0tr + a2r2

. (9)

Here, Ṙ0 is input from the measured initial droplet expansion
speed (following Ref. [14], in contrast with the choice
of using propulsion U of the original Ref. [9]), D0 is the
initial droplet diameter, and t , r represent time and radial
coordinates, respectively. This semiempirical model allows
us to effectively characterize the used targets (see Fig. 7 in the
Appendix).

Before using this model, we note that target C exhibits
a prominent and peculiar inner center rim surrounding the
center mass. This feature along with a center mass is not
predicted by the model. Consequently, we may expect that
the mass that is assumed to be available to produce the sheet
is overestimated. We first seek to correct target C for the
additional mass loss channels. According to findings from
Ref. [10], between 5 and 20 % of the mass is concentrated
in a center mass remnant, with no obvious predictive scaling
available. Given that we observe both a prominent center mass
and an additional ring-like feature, we conservatively take
the upper limit (20 %) as an estimate for the mass lost to
such compressible flow features. Furthermore, given the large
PP energy, we also should correct for the amount of mass
that is lost through the ablation process that sets in motion
the dynamics. From prior simulations in Ref. [10], and the
heuristic scaling law provided therein, we may estimate such
ablation losses to account for an additional 20 % mass loss.
Thus, in the following, we take target C to have approximately
40 % less mass available on the sheet as would be expected
from the initial large droplet size (cf. Fig. 7 in Appendix A).

Next, we return to the vaporization model of Sec. III A. The
model requires as input h, here obtained from the semiempir-
ical thickness model, which enables converting the measured
Rinner (cf. Fig. 4) to a local thickness h. Taking this local
thickness h for each Rinner as input, the simulation results
in a tvap, which is plotted in Figs. 4(c)–4(e) as the dotted
curves. The colored bands depict uncertainty estimates based
on a 15% uncertainty on the actual thickness. Overall, good
agreement is found between simulations and experimental

FIG. 5. Average vaporization rates of the targets BII, BI, A, and
C as a function of VP intensity. The purple line shows the result of
a linear fit to the concatenated data. The shaded area indicates the fit
uncertainty.

data, well within the uncertainty estimates. The agreement is
most striking for target BI aside from the lowest-energy case
(2.6 mJ). This minor discrepancy may in part be attributed
to uncertainty in the energy calibration. Target A also shows
good agreement, but a systematic offset toward later tVP can
be tentatively identified. Such an offset may be attributed to
the fact that mass is also lost on target A, given that abla-
tion and compressible flow also feature here, if less strongly
than for target C. Target C shows the same systematic offset
toward later tVP, which may indicate that the applied com-
pressible flow (or ablation) correction still underestimates the
true value. Still, there is full agreement between simulation
and experimental data within the stated uncertainty estimates
over both approximately an order of magnitude in thickness
and vaporization laser intensity.

To enable the accurate prediction of vaporization dynamics
given a certain laser intensity, we next turn to averaged vapor-
ization rates—reducing the data in Fig. 4 effectively to a single
key parameter, ḣ. This parameter is obtained by minimizing
the difference between (h, r) and (ḣtVP, r) curves with ḣ a
free fit factor, a method that is inspired by the approach of Liu
et al. [14]. We perform the fit in the region of the sheet, well
away from the rim and center mass features. The (h, r) values
are obtained from Eq. (9) at Rinner at t = �t [cf. Table I].

Figure 5 depicts a linear correlation between the thus ob-
tained vaporization rates (ḣ) and VP intensity for all targets
within the investigated vaporization laser intensity range of
approximately 1 W/cm2 to 4 × 107 W/cm2.

The rate values for target BII are directly taken from
Fig. 2(e). For all other targets (BI, A, C), the vaporization
rates (ḣ) are the result of the comparison between tVP and the
thickness prediction obtained from the semiempirical thick-
ness model as explained above (cf. Fig. 7). For target BII, the
uncertainty arising from the initial target thickness was taken
into consideration with ±15 % (from the dark value correc-
tion), and for all other targets (BI, A, C), a standard deviation
of ±15 % was assumed as an uncertainty measure (dominated
by the uncertainty in available mass). The observed increase in
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FIG. 6. (a) “Collapse” of the edge-tracking data for Rinner for
targets BI, A, and C [cf. Figs. 4(c)–4(e)] when plotted as a function
of fluence tVP × IVP. (b) Global collapse of the edge-tracking data
(targets BI, A, and C) and BII data (gray data; includes an uncertainty
band) in dimensionless units (see the main text). The solid black line
indicates the semiempirical thickness model of Ref. [9].

uncertainty with the VP intensity (cf. Fig. 5) is a direct result
of the constant delay step size when scanning the SP over the
VP, for all measurements, leading to fewer steps during the
VP for higher intensities. Finally, we perform a linear fit to
the merged dataset of average vaporization rates and obtain a
dḣ/dIVP of 1.0(3) × 10−7 ms−1/W cm−2, in agreement with
and extending the linear scaling of Sec. III A over an order
of magnitude in both thickness and laser intensity. The vapor-
ization rate is thus observed to linearly scale with intensity,
independently of both initial and instantaneous thickness; the
time tvap required to vaporize a sheet of thickness h will scale
as tvap ∝ hI−1

VP with the ḣ at every instant scaling as ḣ ∝ IVP.
We note that a previous study [14] reported a vaporization

rate of 4.4 m/s for a ∼0.7 J/cm2 fluence laser pulse,
50 ns in duration (yielding an intensity of approximately
1.4 × 107 W/cm2), which is a faster rate than would be
expected from our observations. However, the authors of
Ref. [14] acknowledge an error in a double correction of
the vacuum window transmissivity (upscaling the input
IVP). Additionally, we have improved on the edge-tracking

(µm)

FIG. 7. Thickness profiles according to semiempirical thickness
model Eq. (9) for the used targets, with input from Table I in the main
text.

method by benchmarking it to the photodiode data, which
also causes a slightly different result. Accounting for both
differences brings the previous data again in agreement (at
∼3 m/s at 2.2 × 107 W/cm2) with the present, more accurate
observations.

C. Self-similarities and generalization

We next revisit all experimental data and further study
two key findings of this work, namely, that tvap ∝ hI−1

VP and
ḣ ∝ IVP, which can be transformed into each other as ḣ ∝
h/tvap ∝ IVP. Figure 6(a) shows the result of multiplying the
tVP time axis by the VP intensity IVP to arrive at a local fluence
tVP × IVP previously presented only as an ansatz in Ref. [14].
It demonstrates that the vaporization of liquid tin targets
in the investigated laser intensity range 0.4 × 107 W/cm2 to
4 × 107 W/cm2 is solely a function of the deposited fluence,
across all individual targets. This underpins the first key find-
ing that tvap ∝ I−1

VP .
Figure 6(b) presents all experimental data (includ-

ing that of target BII obtained using the transmis-
sion method) in nondimensional units (h∗t∗2, r∗/t∗; cf.
Sec. III B), with h = tVP IVP dḣ/dIVP, taking dḣ/dIVP =
1.0(3) × 10−7 ms−1/W cm−2. All data is found to collapse on
a single curve, which underlines the validity of our approach
in invoking the self-similar model in Sec. III B and in the mu-
tual agreement of the (transmission vs edge-tracking) methods
employed. We may further compare our findings directly with
Eq. (9), depicted as a black solid line in the same figure.
The edge-tracking curves show reasonable agreement with
the self-similar solution that represents a thickness profile,
indicating that the edge-tracking data is a good measure to
quantify the vaporization process. The collapsed data tend to
lie slightly above the self-similar curve, at early times, which
may indicate an overall overestimation of the mass available
for the sheet (see discussion above). Alternatively, it may
point toward a small overestimation of the overall vaporiza-
tion rate, well within the error bars of Fig. 5. More noticeable
deviations occur at the smallest r∗/t∗ values, where the ex-
perimental data seems to vertically diverge. These deviations
are due to the center mass features. Also, at the largest r∗/t∗
values deviations appear to occur, but here we note that the
self-similar model contains no edge and does not end where
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the sheet does. Further deviation at the larger r∗/t∗ values may
be attributed to finite curvature of the targets, the investigation
whereof is left for future work.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We examine how a liquid tin target vaporizes when ex-
posed to a 100-ns laser pulse (box-shaped in space and time).
Our observations are based on stroboscopic acquisitions using
an illumination pulse enabling 5-ns time resolution and 5-µm
spatial resolution while scanning systematically throughout
the 100-ns laser pulse. For thin (∼25 nm) and flat sheets,
the absolute thickness can be obtained from the finite trans-
mission of the backlighting through the sheet, following Liu
et al. [9]. Our findings reveal gradual vaporization characteris-
tics and a linear relationship between the average vaporization
rate with the laser pulse intensity, i.e., ḣ ∝ IVP. Inspired by
the fact that the observed scaling relation may be explained
from simple energy balance, we construct a numerical 1D heat
and vaporization solver based on the Hertz-Knudsen equa-
tion and find excellent agreement between simulations and
experimental data. A gradual vaporization mechanism would
signal that nanoparticles, as observed in similarly prepared
tin vapor targets [15], originate from postvaporization clus-
tering of atomic species. We next extend our investigations
to thicker (up to approximately ∼200 nm) targets, improving
on an edge-tracking method previously established by Liu
et al. [14] in tandem with a semiempirical sheet thickness
model [9] to further quantify the vaporization dynamics. Also,
here the 1D simulations are in excellent agreement with the
experimental data after accounting for additional mass-loss
channels. By combining the vaporization rate data from all
experiments, we confirm the linearity ḣ ∝ IVP with a prefac-
tor of 1.0(3) × 10−7 ms−1/W cm−2 over the full investigated
intensity range (0.2 × 107 W/cm2 to 4 × 107 W/cm2). We
furthermore demonstrate that the amount of vaporization of
liquid tin targets in the investigated laser intensity range is
governed solely by the deposited fluence across all individual
targets, and that the time required for vaporization follows
tvap ∝ hI−1

VP , validating the ansatz proposed in Liu et al. [14].
Lastly, we collapse all suitably nondimensionalized data onto
the self-similar solution proposed in Ref. [9].

We thus identify the mechanism of laser-induced vapor-
ization (as a gradual vaporization governed by the Hertz-
Knudsen equation) at low intensities as may be found in future
advanced target preparation schemes for more efficient gener-
ation of extreme ultraviolet light. Furthermore, we provide an
accurate prediction of the vaporization rates as a function of
laser intensity over an order of magnitude around 107 W/cm2,
which is shown to hold for all target thicknesses in a range
of approximately 20–200 nm. Our work may guide and find
application in the development of future EUV sources.
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APPENDIX A: EXPECTED TARGET THICKNESS
PROFILES

Figure 7 depicts thickness profiles of the various tin sheet
targets used in the paper, as obtained from the semiempirical
thickness model Eq. (9) with the required input taken from
Table I in the main text. The dashed line for target C thus
shows a mass correction of the target by 40 % (see the main
text).

Figure 8 displays target C at various stages of vaporization,
highlighting an additional feature around its center mass. It
shows that this feature is significantly thicker than the sheet
and even the rim and center mass, given that it is not vaporized
even after the 100-ns-long VP. For more information about the
center mass feature in general see Ref. [10].

APPENDIX B: INPUT PARAMETERS
IN 1D NUMERICAL CODE

Table II shows the used input parameters for the 1D nu-
merical simulation. The initial liquid temperature of 800 K
is estimated from the temperature after the end of the laser
pulse in RALEF-2D radiation hydrodynamic simulations such
as performed by Poirier et al. [34]. A sensitivity study of the
model predictions is performed for all input parameters. It is
found that tvap is most strongly influenced by the latent heat,
which also follows directly out of the energy balance (see
the main text). However, the uncertainty on the latent heat is
below 0.1 % according to literature, so this has a negligible
effect on the simulation [37].

The next-strongest sensitivity of tvap is density, and thus
also initial temperature, which influences the density. Again,
this can be seen in the energy balance in the main text. The
uncertainty on ρ itself is only ∼1% according to a review of
13 papers [39]. Thus, the initial temperature, and its indirect
effect on ρ, gives the largest uncertainty on tvap. We estimate
the uncertainty in the initial temperature to be approximately
∼100 K due to uncertainties in the influence of the prepulse,
translating to a 3 % effect on the predicted tvap. This uncer-
tainty is significantly smaller than the uncertainty originating
from the thickness estimation. Thus, the model predicted tvap

may considered to be rather insensitive to the input param-
eters. The temperature during the vaporization predicted by
the model is even less sensitive to changes in the input pa-
rameters. This originates from the exponential dependence on
the temperature for the vapor pressure [nominator in Eq. (2)],
meaning that only small changes in temperature are required
to respond to changes in the input parameters such as ρ or
latent heat. Thus, the change in temperature stays below 1 %,
even for conservatively large (10 %) changes in used input
parameters.
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FIG. 8. Shadowgraphs of target C showcasing the observed feature (see the main text) around its center mass at different stages of
vaporization.

APPENDIX C: EDGE-TRACKING METHOD

The edge-tracking method relies on PD data of the VP
exiting the vacuum chamber. Here, we assume that the geo-
metrical obstruction created by the target, as identified via the
560-nm shadowgraphy, applies directly also to the 1064-nm
VP laser light. Separately, we note that neither VP nor SP
laser light is absorbed by the vapor (also see Ref. [15]). We
establish a correlation between the VP laser light transmitted
along the sheet (S, as measured by a PD after the chamber)
and our observations of inner sheet radius (Rinner), which we
extract from the shadowgraphs. This correlation is based on
the ansatz that the VP is spatially blocked by the remaining
liquid and that the increase of the PD signal S is directly
proportional to the decrease in sheet area,

[1 − S(tVP)] ∝ [Rinner(tVP)]2. (C1)

Note that both quantities (S and Rinner) are normalized. Next,
to define a sheet edge, a suitable threshold (T ) needs to be
defined. For this purpose, we perform a Gaussian fit to the
background distribution counts, individually for all shadow-
graphs, which allows us to determine its mean value (Pval) and
width (Pwidth). We determine the benchmarked threshold using
the relation T = Pval − Blevel Pwidth, where we subtract a value
Blevel Pwidth from Pval that is proportional to the background
distribution width with prefactor (Blevel). This approach en-
ables us to effectively deal with intensity-induced speckle
broadening in the illumination. Subsequently, we iteratively
adjust the parameter Blevel and, consequently, the threshold
T . With each adjustment, we obtain a threshold-specific inner
sheet Rinner(tVP). The optimal value for Blevel is then found by
minimizing the differences between the left- and right-hand
side of Eq. (C1). In summary, we obtain a threshold such that
the obtained Rinner best matches the transmitted VP signal.
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